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Bingo

pillow tub toilet

wardrobe armchair coffee 
table

Mini bar bedspread wall socket



Room types

Single room — a room assigned to one 
person; 

Twin room — a room with two twin beds; 
may be occupied by one or more people.

Double room — a room assigned to two 
people; 

King — a room with a king-size bed. (king
bed — 78 inches × 80  inches).

Queen — a room with a queen-size bed. 



Adjacent rooms — rooms close to each other, perhaps across the hall.

Adjoining rooms — rooms that have a common wall but no connecting 
doors

Connecting rooms — rooms that have individual entrance doors from the 
outside and a connecting door between.



Duplex — a two-story suite connected by a stairway.

Executive suite — larger, deluxe guest- rooms equipped with in-room business facilities, a 
laptop, printer, LCD TV, a high-speed Wi-Fi; may be stocked with fresh fruit, and fresh-cut 
flowers.

Junior suite (mini-suite) — a  single  room with a sleeping and a sitting area.

Parlour room — a room with comfortable chairs used for meeting guests.

Penthouse — a very expensive and comfortable apartment or set of rooms built on top of a tall 
building.

Self-catering apartment — a number of bedrooms with a sitting room, a kitchen, a bathroom, 
and a hall.



◦ Do you  know  any  other kinds of suites?

◦ How  do suites differ from standard single or double    rooms?

◦ What kind of guests do suites generally  attract?



Reading comp. p.69



answers
Junior Suite 1

Executive Suite 2

Family Suite 3

Honeymoon Suite 4

Presidential Suite 5



OFFER THE BEST SUITE FOR THESE 
GUESTS. P. 71/5
We are coming for a conference. We need comfortable accommodation with 
business facilities.

We have chosen your town for our romantic getaway. We want to truly 
experience its romance and magic.

We need a spacious suite, with a lot of room for our children to play, but also 
with a separate room for rest and relaxation.

We seek accommodation at a reasonable price, nothing too big, but some-
thing cosy and nice.

I am interested in staying in a luxurious suite, and money is no object.



MATCH THE OPPOSITES.
P. 71/7

1. contemporary decor

2. complimentary  champagne

3. light meal

4. perfect suite

5. comfortable accommodation

6. spacious room

7. indoor pool

8. sophisticated  traveller

a charged

b old-fashioned 

c uncomfortable 

d small

e. outdoor

f. heavy

g. inexperienced

h imperfect



Match the verbs with their meaning p. 72/8
to highlight 

to overlook 

to celebrate 

to feature 

to lead

to attract attention to or emphasize something 
important

to include someone or something as an 
important part

to go in a certain direction (of doors, roads, 
streets etc.)

to provide a view, especially from above

to take part in special enjoyable activities in 
order to show that a particular occasion is 
important



USE THE PROPER FORM OF THE VERBS FROM THE PREVIOUS EXERCISE 
TO COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES.
72/9

a. We always our wedding anniversary with a bottle of champagne.

b. Our hotel room the harbor.

c. The hotel a  large  outdoor swimming pool with sea water.

d. The French windows onto a wide shady  terrace.

e. The hotel brochure the hotel conference facilities.



T or F p. 72/11
The junior suite is the smallest one.

The presidential suite offers in-room candle light dinner.

All the suites have individual climate control.

When you arrive in your suite, you will get a free bottle of  wine.

The family suite overlooks the mountains and forest.

The master bedroom in the honeymoon suite has a private balcony and an en-suite bathroom.

The executive suite offers modern comfort.



COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SENTENCES 
USING THE INFORMATION FROM THE TEXT:

a This suite offers breathtaking views of 

b   The bathroom amenities include 

c   This suite is ideal accommodation for 

d   This luxury suite is designed to accommodate 

e   It offers a wide choice of business facilities 

f    This suite offers 

g    The foyer leads to 

h   All our suites feature 

i The highlight of this suite  is 



Comparison of adjectives
adjective + er + than 

Smaller

A single room is smaller than a suite.

A suite isn’t smaller than a single room.

more + adjective + than

More expensive 

A double room is more expensive than a single room.

A single room isn’t more expensive than a double room.



adjective + est

This suite is the biggest suite in the hotel.  

This suite isn’t  the  biggest suite in the  hotel.

the most  +  adjective 

Our hotel is the most famous hotel in the city. 

Our hotel isn’t the most famous hotel in the  city.



Irregular adjectives
Good

Bad

Much/many

Little

Far

Better – the best

Worse – the worst

More – the most

Less – the least

Further – the furthest



comparatives and superlatives

◦ strong
◦ modern
◦ important
◦ good
◦ difficult
◦ large
◦ spacious 
◦ expensive 
◦ crowded
◦ bad

Stronger, the strongest

More modern, the most modern

More important, the most important

Better, the best

More difficult, the most difficult

Larger, the largest

More spacious, the most spacious

More expensive, the most expensive

More crowded, the most crowded

Worse, the worst



Comparatives or superlatives?
Crowded/tall/large/good/spacious/bad/old

1. A suite is than a single room.

2. This hotel building is in the city.

3. The hotel is in the summer than  in the winter.

4. The rooms on the second floor are    than the rooms on the ground floor.

5. This is hotel we have ever stayed  in.

6. This is hotel in our country.  It was built 1300 ago.

7. The penthouse suite is suite in our hotel. It is 200 m2.



USE THE INFORMATION FROM THE TEXT AND  
COMPARE  THE  TWO  SUITES.  WRITE  TWO  SENTENCES  
FOR EACH.

For  example:  The junior suite is smaller than the family   suite.

The family suite has better view than the junior suite.

Executive suite and presidential suite

Family suite and honeymoon suite



Compare the hotels below. 
expensive/ big/ interesting/ luxurious/  good/ bad /  far /many

For example:

The resort hotel is more expensive than 
the bed and breakfast hotel.

The conference hotel is more expensive 
than the resort hotel. 

The conference hotel is the most 
expensive one.


